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FOREWORD
The IAEA Conference on "The Safety of Nuclear Power: Strategy for the Future" in 1991
was a milestone in nuclear safety. The objective of this conference was to review nuclear power
safety issues for which achieving international consensus would be desirable, to address
concerns on nuclear safety and to formulate recommendations for future actions by national and
international authorities to advance nuclear safety to the highest level. Two of the important
items addressed by this conference were ensuring and enhancing safely of operating plants and
treatment of nuclear power plants built to earlier safety standards. Some of the publications
related to these two items that have been issued subsequent to this conference are: A Common
Basis for Judging the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants Built to Earlier Standards, INSAG-8
(1995), the IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-O12, Periodic Safety Review of Operational Nuclear
Power Plants (1994) and IAEA Safety Reports Series No. 12, Evaluation of the Safety of
Operating Nuclear Power Plants Built to Earlier Standards: A Common Basis for Judgement
(1998).
Some of the findings of the 1991 conference have not yet been fully addressed. An IAEA
Symposium on Reviewing the Safety of Existing Nuclear Power Plants in 1996 showed that
there is an urgent need for operating organizations and national authorities to review those
operating nuclear power plants which do not reach the high safety levels of the vast majority of
plants and to undertake improvements with assistance from the international community if
required. Safety reviews of operating nuclear power plants take on added importance in the
context of the Convention on Nuclear Safety and its implementation. In order to perform safety
reviews and to reassess the safety of operating nuclear power plants in a uniform manner, it is
imperative to have an internationally accepted reference. Existing guidance needs to be
complemented by a list of safety issues which have been encountered and resolved in other
plants and which can be used in reassessing the safety of individual operating plants.
The IAEA-TECDOC-1044, Generic Safety Issues for Nuclear Power Plants with Light
Water Reactors and Measures Taken for Their Resolution (September 1998), is a compilation of
such safety issues which is based on broad international experience. This compilation is one
element in the framework of IAEA activities to assist Member States in reassessing the safety of
operating nuclear power plants. It is a compilation not only of the generic safety issues
identified in nuclear power plants but also, in almost all cases, the measures taken to resolve
these issues. The safety issues, which are generic in nature with regard to light water reactors
(LWRs), and the measures taken for their resolution, are intended for use as a reference in the
reassessment of the safety of operating plants.
The information contained in the main body of the TECDOC has been used to establish a
database. This database has search, query and report functions. This information is thus
available in an electronic form which can be selectively queried and with which reports can be
produced according to the requirements of the user. The database also enables the IAEA to
update the data periodically on the basis of information made available by Member States.
The IAEA staff member responsible for this publication was G. Philip of the Division of
Nuclear Installation Safety.

EDITORIAL NOTE
In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the
original manuscripts). The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the IAEA, the
governments of the nominating Member States or the nominating organizations.
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by
the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
The IAEA has made reasonable efforts to check the program disk(s) for known viruses prior to
distribution, but makes no warranty that all viruses are absent.
Although great care has been taken to maintain the accuracy of the data in this database,
neither the IAEA nor its Member States assume any responsibility for consequences which may arise
from its use.
The IAEA makes no warranty concerning the function or fitness of any program and/or
subroutine reproduced on the disk(s), and shall have no liability or responsibility to any recipient
with respect to any liability, loss or damage directly or indirectly arising out of the use of the disk(s)
and the programs and/or subroutines contained therein, including, but limited to, any loss of business
or other incidental or consequential damages.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Please note that Section 2 of this document (GETTING STARTED)
should be read very carefully. There are 2 versions of the software, one
is installed at the Headquarters of the IAEA in Vienna (Vienna version)
and the other is distributed to Member States on diskettes (Member
State version). Please make sure you read the correct sections which
apply to the version you have installed on your PC. Section 3 onwards
is common to both versions.

2.

GETTING STARTED
2.1.

Installing the system (Vienna version)
Before installation make sure you've uninstalled any older versions of
LWRGSIDB. To uninstall follow the usual way:
SettingslControI PanellAdd/Remove programs.
To install the latest version of LWRGSIDB ask your TC Co-ordinator
where on your server the setup program is and simply run it. Setup will
install the necessary files locally on your hard disk.
Custom dictionary
Initially the system looks for a custom dictionary named
LWRGSI.VTC by default at your local drive. If you wish to use a
shared custom dictionary on a network drive you would have to tell the
system of its location. This can be done very easily inside the dialogue
that is activated when you run the spell check.
1.
2.
3.
4.

run spell checking by clicking on the spell checking icon
click on Options
click on Open Custom
browse and select the custom dictionary you would like to use. This
can be a shared one on a network drive.

Subsequently the system would remember the new custom dictionary
and its location. You will not have to do this every time.
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2.2.

Installing the system (Member State version)
There are 2 steps for of the installation of LWRGSIDB system. The
first step is the setting up of the software from the diskettes. The
second step is the installation of the database file provided as separate
data diskette. Software installation is normally required only once, but
occasionally you may receive a new version of the software from the
IAEA and it may be required to re-install the software. Database
installation should be repeated each time when you receive a new copy
of the LWGSI database.
1. In order to install the software, insert the first of 6 installation
diskettes and run the setup file from this diskette. Then, follow the
instructions that appear on the screen.
2. Database installation should be performed according to the
readme.txt file located on the first data diskette. For convenience
these instructions are repeated here:
•
•
•
•

Copy LWDATA.EXE file to the hard disk (this needs at
least 4 Mb free space).
Run LWDATA.EXE. The new LWDATA.MDB file will be
extracted and created.
Delete LWDATA.EXE.
Use LWDATA.MDB file as data file for LWGSIDB system
(FilelChange datasource menu).

Please check the details in the readme.txt file in case there have
been any last minute changes since this manual was written.
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2.3.

Starting the system (Vienna version)
The LWRGSIDB icon will appear on your Windows desktop once the
installation is completed. Double click on the icon marked
LWRGSIDB.
You may also start the system by choosing the Windows 95 Start
Menu, then selecting ProgramslLWRGSIDB.

The initialization screen for the LWRGSIDB system will appear
followed by the following Logon screen:
Enter your login ID and Password and select OK.

Generic Safely Issues for Light Water
Reactor Nuclear Power Plants
o bhl 'Mffe Ui-: » ; i t s ! st: li: tiKs

in

Version 0.1.0
Windows 32 bit

SQL Server Login
<, Agenoy, Vfenns, Atrstna
jioharh
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2.4.

Starting the system (Member State version)

The LWRGSIDB icon will appear on your Windows desktop once the
installation is completed. Double click on the icon marked
LWRGSIDB.
You may also start the system by choosing the Windows 95 Start
Menu, then selecting ProgramslLWRGSIDB.
During the first run the initialization screen for the LWRGSIDB
system will appear followed by the following database selection screen:

Generic Safety Issues for Light Water
Reactor Nuclear Power Plants
fjfc-t -~Jf~-< '_ '.I J , '_. :

;cve;\'ath:2 cists lot

Version 1.0.0
Windows 32 bit

. Select database
Iwdatamdb

11.0

12/10/1998 2:29:56 PM

test data file from Ni

±1
Exit

Navigate in the directories to specify data file (extension *.mdb,
provided separately as a data diskette, required decompression, follow
the instruction on the data diskette in the readme.txt file). You can see
data file properties on the right side of the form. Once selected, data
file will be used for the future sessions until you change it, using
Filel Change datasource menu item.
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3.

FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS OF THE SOFTWARE
3.1.

Initial screen
After starting the system, the following screen will then appear. This is
the main screen of the system:

Cie^t ical ond oth**i *uppo t ?y-lt i s ES
in-ttuTS'tnon a-ri cc-.rol 'inc1 p o'ec' o
Con'anTsnt and o^hci -i uctues DS
n'ei-ul ^ i i l s iH
Ewe-na1 hazard; EH
Accdcnlo.-d' y i»AA
-„ ftS OFiRATIONALSAIcTY ISSUES
^
\*aragene-VA
O^eiaionsCF
5uve,llance y d n a.'!eiance SM
Tia.-1-ng TR
Emeigsncjiofctsieoness ,inc! ^"j'sicolp
Paciotis- p.otscton FIF1
t Fue' sto-age FS

SM*
| *^ LWH Sewwc S

'WAa
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Inside the left section of the screen, you can 'expand' any 'area' by
clicking on it, e.g. Clicking on 'Containment and other structures CS'
would display the existing issues for that 'area CS'.

S T LWn Genetic Safetv Issues

DESI3S SAFETY ISSUES
& Ge-e-alGL
^
ReaciorcwePC
^
Component rt egity 0
crcu* and accocia'ed ryc'e^^ PC
Sa'e^i lyste-r: SS
Eiec'icaland otbif sjf^io-i system: £S
I'lC'ajn^e^iaton and coribol find profecbo'•i CS1 AstewnwntoJV/A'ER 440/2K
J CS3 • Cortirme'/ 1 and confhenent ir
a! hazard: 1H
—^

Accident anaiysis AA

^ SuveiJance and ir^rtenance SM
^ TraircngTR
i Eriergericy pteparednecc [incl physeal pr

1 !frtWBS«fl*aK Safety,,
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3.2.

How to view an issue
You can view the issue description and safety significance of any
issue by clicking on its respective entry in the issues tree inside the left
part of the screen. E.g. Clicking on 'CS1 assessment of WWER440/213' would display the following screen:

jAsseiSment of WWER 440/213 containment dynamic loarM

^ General GL
^ Reactor core RC
h Component integiity 0
fe Primary crrcuit and associated systems PC
^ Safety systems SS
h Electrical and other support systems ES :
i Instrumentation and control {incl. protects
S Containment and olher structures CS
\

jWERf

i
;• % CS2 • Assessment of BWR containme;;
:
- " ^ CS3 • Containment and confinement irj
t ! - ^ Internal hazards IH
i
f i - ^ External hazards EH
i
fi & Accident analysis AA
i
•4:-to OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES
j
t j - ^ Management MA
>
£ ^
Operations OP
;•
•j ^
Surveillance and maintenance SM
j:
fr^
TrainingTR
j:
£ ^ ^ Emergency pteparedness pncl. physical pi!:
:
'*}& Radiation protection RP
"
fr ^
Fuel storage FS

r fo«a

The safety concerns about the bubbler condenser containment behaviour are related to two phases of the thermal hydraulic processes following *
a LOCA. (a) the initial pressure difference acting on the walls of the bubbler condenser system immediately after LOCA and (b) the long
term phenomena accompanying steam condensation in the water trays of the bubbler condenser system. In this context, there are two main
issues not fully known and documented since its onginal design: (1) the thermodynamic behaviour of the bubbler condenser under accident
conditions and its effectiveness to fulfill the assigned safety functions; and (2) the structural capacity to cope with the corresponding thermal
hydraulic loads acting on structural elements and components in accordance with acceptance criteria established for specific site and plant
conditions.
Preliminary calculations conducted under conservative assumptions by the original Russian designer resulted in a value of 30 kPa for the
differential pressure during the initial phase of the accident after an instantaneous double ended guillotine break of the largest pipe in the reactor
coolant system, which may be considered as an upper limit until more data and investigations are available. Preliminary and conservative
calculations performed on the basis of that value for Mochovce, Dukovany and Bohunice-V2 plants indicated that the bubbler condenser
structure design has weak points and more detailed investigations are required before any strengthening measures are decided.

Effectiveness of the bubbler condenser is essential for fulfilling the safety function relating to limiting the maximum pressure after a DBA
occurrence and to preventing the release of radioactive products to the environment To fulfill this objective, efficient condensation of steam in
•: water trays need to be assured without excessive bypassing of trays.
If the bubbler condenser structure (walls and caps) were to fail in die initial moment of the postulated accident, then the water would flow out of
its shelves into the bubbler condenser tower early after the accident. This would provide sudden steam condensation and pressure drop inside the
containment, but the water would be lost from the bubbler condenser shelves and in the subsequent stages of the accident process the bubbler
condenser would not be able to fulfill its safety functions.
ji The bubbler condenser structural failure can question its safety function and this in turn can lead to the damage of the containment, that is,
question the third barrier against release of radioactive products.

operational experience
~ deviation from cuirent standards and practice
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3.3.

How to view measures taken
You can view the measures takes on any issue by clicking on the
measures tab on top of the right part of the screen. E.g. for 'CS1
assessment of WWER-440/213' clicking measures would display the
following screen:

OESGN SAFETY ISSUES
j
Ge-iealGL
j
Reac'ot core RC
•
orient integrity Ci
•:; May 1996
Primary cicust and asspcialed systems PCij:
Sa'ety systems SS
i;i
Electrical and other support systems ES i;:
Hungary
1 nsyumenlalion and conirol (md. proJectioi;:
Ccrilainmen! and othie! struclutes CS
>:

ondenser containment in NPP Dukovany is conducted within PHARE-93 programme, point 4.2.8. An IAEA mission took place ini
to conduct a plant specific review like in Bohunice NPP.
•
j

No work has been done so far. The conclusions of AGNES project states, that it would be very desirable to validate the containment thermal hydraulic I
\Sa£ models on the basis of a full scale experiment and continue the containment strength analyses. As a re suit the thermal-hydraulic functions of the
j
CS2 -Assessment o! BWP, containme;
CS3 • Cortahmenl and corifnement irf containment and the bubbler condenser system could be assessed and the interaction between the flowing medium and the structural elements within j
!
rna! hazards IH
;• :he containment could be tested (AGNES Summary, page 36).

ema! hazards EH
j:
ider* analysts AA
j:
OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES
^
^
karasemen* MA
ij
^
Ops'atkjns DP
•;
^
SurveilanceandmainfenanceSM
ij
^
Training TR
i|
^ s Emergency preparedness TmcL physical prji
^
Radaticm pto!ect;on RP
j:
^
Fuel stotage FS
=J

The position of the authorities has not been fully declared. The representatives of the organization cperating Kola NPP have stated that the existing
3AR includes the following calculations:
-

mass flow rates of steam-air rrjxture at me inlet into the bubbler condenser;
determination of required quantity of water in the bubbler condenser trays;
hydrodynanac analysis of tray behaviour;
strength analysis of bubbler condenser metallic structure, without taking into account the dynamic phenomena in the initial period of the accident.
There has been so far no direc': discussion of tine necessity of any further analyses or strengthening of the bubbler condenser structure.

Slovakia
An IAEA mission has reviewed the plant specific status in Bohunice and Mochovce NPPs and proposed the ways of bubbler condenser structure
trengthening. An experimental study of the problem has been prepared and is planned to be started in 1996 (???). In Mochovce NPP there is alsc
itemational working group which studies the problem and will specify the extent of the necessary calculations and possible upgrading.
Ukraine
No decisions made as yet. Ukrainian specialists see the problem as the need fcr individual reinforcements of elements of the bubbler condenser.

%

^

%&

jj y 1WB Generic Satriy.
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3A

How to view additional sources

You can view the additional sources of any issue by clicking on the
additional sources tab on top of the right part of the screen. E.g. for
'CS1 assessment of WWER-440/213' clicking additional sources
would display the following screen:

DESIGN SAFETY ISSUES
>eralGL
S Reactor core RC
S Component integrity 0
::
^ Primary circuit and associated systems PC;:
i. Safety systems SS
;•
i Electrical and other support systems ES •:
h Instrumeraation and control (ind. protectio;:
Containment and other structures CS
•:
^
CS2 - Assessment oi BWR containme:
^
CS3-Containment and confinement if! »
i InJernalhazwdslH
\
i EKternal hazards EH
:j
i Accident analysis AA
:•
i - t o OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES
\
: Management MA
:j
: OpeiationsOP
;•
: Surveillance and maintenance SM
jj
s Training TR
|:
: Emergency preparedness (incl. physical pr|;
: Radiation prelection RP
|:
: Fuel storage FS
I;

JLl

INTERNATIONAL A T O M I ^ N E R G Y AGENCY, Safety issues and their ranking for WWER-440 model 213 nuclear power plants, IAEA-

\

^

.

f

MOHT OTJIG RM, EDF-DE-CLI, Revision 6, February 1997.J
USNRC Inspection Report 50-397/92-37, W. P. Ang. et al, "Special inspection," issued November 1992.
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, 10CFR50.66, "Requirements for thermal annealing of the reactor pressure vessel", December 13,
1995.t
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Analysis of WWER-1000 safety enhancement measures, WWER-RD-080 (1994).
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Evaluation Guidelines for bubbler condenser metallic structure in WWER-440/213 NPPs
containments, IAEA-WWER-SC-095, July 1994. dt
Review of bubbler condenser structural integrity in Mochovce and Bohunice V2 NPPs. IAEA-WWER-SC-159, 1995, (report to the Steering
Committee), s
USNRC Regulatory Guides (RGs): 1.11,1.53, 1.151,1.153 1,33.
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Code on the safety of nuclear power plants, des:.gn. Safety Series No. 50-C-D (Rev.l),
IAEA, Vienna (1988).
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3.5.

How to view comments and record audit information

You can view any comments on any issue by clicking on the Comments
tab on top of the right part of the screen. E.g. for 'CS1 assessment of
WWER-440/213' clicking comment would display the following
screen:

5» %$ Ids* JJ*.

~ cor a r i r
. CS Contairrrient arid confinerrierit
e r W hazards IH
tema! h o a r d s EH

juri-eilsnce arid rriairterji.'ice SM
Tia-ning TR
Emetgericy preparednesc fcricJ- physical pc;:

In addition to the comments, this screen also displays audit information
such as the date the issue was initially inserted along with the date and
the id of the person who last updated this record.

10
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3.6.

Another view, by Member States
The system provides you with the functionality of viewing all issues
from the view of the Member States that have taken measures on them.
Click the Member States tab and the click on Spain. You will get all
issues on which Spain has taken measures. At this stage all
functionality which is provided from the system's normal view (by
issue) is also available here.

•± ^ ? Argentina
> Bulgaria
^ Bulgaria Czech Republic Russia Ukraine
^ Bulgaria Czech Republic Ukraine
^ Bulgaria Ukrame
^ Czech Republic
^ Czech Repubbc Hungary Slovakia
h France
•S France Germany Sweden USA
fe Germany
£ Germany and Sweden
£ Germany Sweden USA
£ Hungary
^lAEA
£ India
^Japan
t> Korea
^ Russia
^ Russia and Ukraine
i Russia Ukraine and Bulgaria

i Steam and feedwater piping degradation
i. EP1 Need for effective off site communications during even
£ ESI Reliability of off site power supply [fsj
% ES7 Control room hab«abi6ty
^ IC8 Human engineering of control rooms (ddd)
^ IC15 Improving the detection of pumary/secondary leaks
^ MA2 Fitness for duty
^ MA7 Human and organizational factors in root cause ana^s
£ MA11 Adequacy of emergency operating procedures
^ MA12 Effectiveness of msntenance programmes
^ 0P3 Inadvertent introduction of chemicals and then effects
£ 0P4 Precautions for mtd bop operation (PWR]
^ SS7 Boron crystallization and dilution m the cere v\ case of I
S: TR2 Assessment of fuU scope simulator use

Note also the special entry of Issues without measures at the bottom of
the tree. This entry contains those issues which have no 'measure
taken' entered yet, so that they are not lost in this view of the database.

11
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3.7.

How to search for issues
You can search for an issue or a group of issues that fulfil a certain
search criteria of one or more words. To do this click the find button,
enter your criteria and press find at the bottom of the screen. In the
following example the system will search the description field and
measure text of all operational safety issues for the word earthquake.

^
^
^

React* core...
Compone-ii rVegrt
Prrary c c y t and

^

Elected * d a * f

- ^ Coriarmenf and f
^ irVe-nd teard; IK
^ E-iemai Ka;ad; E
^ Rodent sr^/vs t
| D»E RAT 10 UAL SAFE
^
ManagenertMi
^ Oprsror^ OP
^Tra^nrg-R
^
Ene-gencypteper
^ R a i ^ o r profectc
^

12

SLsveidrceandn:

*-

~3
M*£-ConfigiJtatiori rrenagement ol modticalicfis and leTtpota'j' modlicaticris
1 MW-Adsquacy of sHH staffing
MA2-Filness (or d i y
iMA13-New1s;ue
MAT -Repla:emerit pal design, procurement, anci assuiance of qua! lye
iMA14-Newl
1M4T5-New Issue

,*.

MA20 New Issue
"• MfiiCcnrjol o outage actt/ibes b rrrnoze risk
1
MA5-D evaded and norvconformng cordbons and operatiiitj deter mm aborts
j MA7 Hunan and otganGat^na! factors r\ rsot cajse ar^lysis
j WA8 IiTipact ol humsn tactoi: rt tie safe o^eiabon ot nuclear power plants
^ MAS-Effec&ve^ecs of Quat^ proc/ammes
j MAI (Adequacy of procedutes ard the! use
J MA11 Adequacy of emergency operating f/ocedure:
J M612 E'fechvsness of manfeiance prograrmes
1 0 ^-Inadvertent ntroduction of chemicals and their effects on safety related y»
1 0^1-Intentonal bypassing of auiumatcactuaUonofpla.it protective featur*;
1 O^S-Responsetc b:scf csntol loom anrxsTGatu's
3 0P4Prec*jticns for rrscl bop opwaton
jSMS-Faeisnrr>af era'policy
j SM1 Adequacy of non oes'^uctive rrcpecttons ard teshigl
3 SM2 Removal of conpcnents from servce du ins power of shutdown oDeration1SM3 Use of freeze seab
~ SM4 Use of pressure mjscion of corpcunds lo seal leaks
j SM&lnadequate 'esimgof Enjneeted Safety Featu ez (ESF) aduaiion ;yitem-_+|
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The system will show the result under the Find Results tab.

&«
Need .o- e-teclivt. olt —c ccnT'jn.c? ions dun'3 event. I
• & FS? Do'pnhal toi b t l poo1 cranage

At this stage, viewing issues, measures, additional sources etc. is
supported in the usual manner.
Your search criteria could also contain 'wild cards' e.g. the following
search criteria flood*earthquake would yield any text containing the
words flood and earthquake with anything in between.
You also can print issues from the result set, individual issues or groups
of issues. With a mouse click and the help of the shift key, you can
highlight for printing a group of consecutive issues in the normal
windows style. You can for example click on the first issue, press shift
and then click on the last issue. This would highlight all issues. Instead
of the shift key, you can use the control key along with the mouse to
highlight non-consecutive issues for printing. Also, this is a MS
Windows feature.

13
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3.8.

How to print issues

You can print some or all fields of any single issue, all issues of a
particular area, all issues belonging to a group of areas or a mixed list
of your choice of issues belonging to different areas. You always have
the choice to preview the printout before you actually print.
For example, to print title, subtitle and description of issue CS4, Click
on it, select FilelPrint from the menu, click on description,
Title+subtitle is selected by default, then press print.

:
:
:
: :
+
:S
S
5

3 Dper,
• ^
0P1 • Intentional bypassing of automa;• ^
0P2 - Response lo tass of conlrol root
j ^
0P3-lnedvertents*oductionof cher
:
- ^
0P4 - Precautions for rrod bop opetah^ ^ SuveSance and maintenance SM
^
TrainngTR
^
Emefgencji preparedness fu-icL physical pf
^
Radiation projection RP
:

f 2n***fll

•• - ^ FS1 • Degradaiion of boton plates n Fc:
:• - ^ FS2 - Poientia! for fuel pod drainage
••- ^
FS3 - Damage to fuel during handling

^«tss=fflf*a4

.si

14

deviation from current standards and praclices
" potential weakness identified by deterministic or probabilistic (PSA) analyses
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Likewise, to print all issues belonging to the area 'Containment and
other structures (CS)\ or all 'Design Safety Issues', click on the area in
the tree and follow the same steps as above to designate your choice of
fields.
To print a mixed list of your choice of issues, select Filelprint, Select
your choice of fields as before, click on issues and enter your issue list
(using the Issue codes) in the corresponding text box, e.g. CS1, CS4,
OP1,FS3.
Select print (preview) when finished.

B DESIGN SAFETY ISSUES
fe General GL
i Reactor coteRC
^ Component integrity Cl
i Primary circuit and associated systems PC
i Safety systems SS
^ Electrical and other support systems ES
i Insttumentalion and control (ind. protecfo
3 Containment and other sttuctues CS
CS1 -Assessment of W E R-4 40/21C
CS2 • Assessment of EWR containme:
CS3 • Containment and confinement ir
iti ^
Internal hazatdslH
S ^
External hazards EH
it: ^ Accident analysis AA
IJB OPERATIONAL SAFETY ISSUES
• £ ^ Management MA
w & Operations OP
:
: ^
0P1 • Intentional bypassing of automaj
• ':- ^
DP2 • Response to loss of control roan
; \- ^
DP3 - Inadvertent introduction of cher
: :- ^
0P4 • Pfecautions for mid-loop operati
:
5 ! - ^ ^ Surveillance and maintenance SM
£ ^
Emergency preparedness [ind. physical pri.
: * • - ^ Radiation protection RP
i
;4;?Q Fuel storage FS
!
:•• ^
FS1 - Degradation of boron plates in f i :
:•• ^
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3.9,

Connecting to a different data source

You can connect anytime to a different local data source. To do this,
select Filelchange data source, and with the browse feature locate and
select the database you wish to connect to. Press select when finished.
Please note that this feature is most often used by users of the Member
States version, after receiving a new copy of the database from the
IAEA. It can also be used by IAEA staff to check the contents of a
database, before delivering it to the Member States.
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